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This is a quick guide to make sure you understand how to use the 16gram bulbs with the All in One Mini Regulators.

STEP 1 – Remove the brass bush from the all in one mini regulator then screw your 16gram bulb into the bush.

See image below:
Step 2

Using a set of calipers measure how far the bulb protrudes through the brass bush as shown below.

Ensure that the bulb protrudes from the bushing by at least 2mm.
Step 3

Remove the 16gram bulb from the brass bushing.

Step 4

Make that the underside of the mini regulator has a white nylon plastic washer as inside the female thread. See image below:
Step 5

Screw the brass bushing back into the regulator tight. Making sure its pushing hard against the white nylon washer. You should have no gap between the brass bush and the regulator body as shown below.

Step 6

Screw in the 16gram bulb (that you checked in step 2). Screw in the bulb quickly as you can so you don’t loose too much gas while connecting the bulb.